Welcome to the Artist Uprising Journalism Internship page.
Artist Uprising intends to relentlessly seek out undiscovered emerging talent from all facets of arts & entertainment around
the world. Then, we introduce them to you in a way that is authentic to the history and the heart of the artist. By
combining transmedia storytelling with traditional print (no, we don't believe print is dead), we are on a mission to become
the most trusted source for curating the freshest emerging talent in every creative industry throughout the world. From this
curated roster of ever-growing brilliant connections, we promise to partner with the right brands -- so that credible and
dependable opportunities arise for creators in a way more accessible than ever before.
Our print publication "Top 25 Most Influential Creatives of DFW" sold out only 5 days after its debut. We launched a
digital blog, The Weekly, which features stories on other profiles on emerging talent from around the world. This fall we
plan to release Artist Uprising podcast, where we interview celebrities and other new faces in the arts.
Our Mission:
We have started a movement. Call it a revival for arts & entertainment. Call it a renaissance Or a united belief ... That
creativity should be undoubtedly expressed in a way that shapes culture for the better. That artists should have the
resources they need to do the work that runs through their veins. And with the gathering of resources, we will one day
abolish the phrase "starving artist." Day and night, the movement does not cease, for creativity never sleeps. We are the
artists that make our cities one-of-a-kind. We are the artists behind all the beauty even in your home. From the architecture
that defines the place where you rest, to the space in between lined with fine art, hand crafted furniture and vintage finds,
there was an artist who gave you a priceless gift: a piece of themselves.
Artist Uprising is looking for journalist interns to be part of a growing start up publication. Interns should be an energetic
self-starter with a strong attention to detail, a willingness to learn and an interest in the arts those the creatives behind it.
Our internship program is unpaid, year round and offers college credit.
Interns will gain hands-on experience writing and news gathering for both our print and online platforms.
Responsibilities:
Juggle multiple assignments with various deadlines
Ability to complete projects independently
Must complete 2-3 stories a month
Must be able to follow set schedule and meet deadlines
Responsible for researching and pitching their own stories to the editors
Must be available for weekly conference calls/in person meetings
Interview clients, and give image credit where it is due
Provide general support to the editorial team and complete necessary administrative work
Minimum Qualifications:
Graduated or currently enrolled as a Journalism major (at least second semester sophomore)
Exceptional knowledge of AP Style
Must demonstrate strong time management skills
Possess strong writing and communication skills
Must be proactive with strong organizational skills
High interest in the arts and artists
Own a laptop with access to Wi-Fi
Must have past writing samples
Do you think you are qualified and can meet the responsibilities listed?
Send your resume, cover letter and two writing samples to the following email: artistuprising.editor@gmail.com with
subject line “Journalism Internship Application.”
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